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Introduction

U.S.-China superpower relations pose challenges for global security. We continually see issues whereby agreement is elusive and, beyond that, simple understanding (void of focusing on agreement) is even more elusive. This would be interesting merely as an academic exercise but life and death issues hang in the balance at times and one is left to wonder why such understanding cannot be established. It is a multiple pronged problem that involves a range of social science explanations to include theological interpretations.

This document will posit that the splintering of one language into many languages in Genesis 11:1-9 offers framework for interpreting linguistic differentials central to misunderstanding within U.S.-China interfacing and that matters associated with context are the most pressing. I want to clarify I am talking about linguistic differentials central to misunderstanding within U.S.-China interfacing and that matters associated with context are the most pressing. I want to clarify I am talking about linguistic differentials central to misunderstanding, not necessarily disagreement. Matters of simple understanding are proving to be beyond reach and the ramifications are of theoretical and practical relevance. Focus on this matter has foundation that goes beyond the histories of China and the U.S. and into biblical frameworks as manifested in Genesis 11:1-9.

Genesis 11:1-9 reveals that the world had one language. "All people spoke a single language." This assertion is boldly stated. Little is left to the imagination for interpretation. Furthermore, “the narrative . . . .

Beginning with the ‘whole earth’ and ‘one language’ is nicely balanced in verse nine with ‘all the earth’ and ‘the language of all the earth.’[2] This statement implies uniformity of thought as well. “All members of this community, relatively few in number, speak the same language and have a common vocabulary.”[3] Emphasis on the sense of community is clear.

The interconnectedness of all people at that time is worth noting. Humanity has experienced this interconnectedness, then gone through scattering to the far reaches of the planet and now the new communication technologies are bringing us back into contact again. It is this type of macro level thinking that is worthy of application insofar as helping us interpret the present time we live in.

God wanted them to disperse across the land and multiply but instead the people decided to stay in one place and build a tower in recognition of their advanced social order. As a result God created a situation whereby the people spoke different languages instead of one language and they could not understand each other. This thwarted their ability to coordinate their efforts with tower construction and the project was abandoned. They then dispersed across the land speaking the multiple languages and this provided foundation for our present day scenario whereby we are challenged by different languages that reflect different frameworks for understanding and this leads to misunderstanding and confusion.[4]

Closer attention to biblical analysis reveals the larger landscape within which Genesis 11:1-9 frames the aforementioned scenario whereby God splintered the single language into multiple languages that resulted in the associated effects. David Pratte explains “They (descendants of Noah) sought to disobey God’s command to scatter to fill the earth . . . . He was bothered by their pride of achievement. . . . Their egotism is expressed in their speech ‘let us...lest we.’[5] Derek Kidner elaborates with explanation about man
seeking to glorify himself by building a tower. “Man, conscious of new abilities, prepares to glorify and fortify himself by collective effort (building a tower). . . . They betray their insecurities as they crowd together to preserve their identity and control their fortunes.”

This point is further stressed in such a way that corresponds with ways we function in contemporary times. “These people may think that they can ‘make’ something, including a ‘name’ for themselves, but they completely fail to realize the awesome gap between themselves and the Lord of all creation, however high their tower may be.” This equates with nationalistic pride that we often see in present day superpower nations.

Guthrie and Motyer highlight the transition from all people speaking one language to having to contend with multiple languages. “The confusion possibly resulted from a protracted process, but probably a supernatural intervention is intended, a strange miracle of confusion.” There is considerable contextual framing for this splintering to multiple languages to occur. Laymon summarizes by describing “an alienation among men which makes communication and cooperation between them extremely difficult if not impossible.”

The aftermath is clearly confirmed via indication that the people could no longer function as one and that dispersal was the result. James Okoye expresses “The Lord scattered them from there over all the earth and they stopped building the city.” Metzger and Coogan summarize the situation in expressing “The narratives recount . . . the scattering of tribes and tongues.” This accounting clearly underscores that the people who had received instruction from God, they had ignored that instruction, God had punished them for disobeying and the effects were felt then and today.

We can recognize the relevance today when we consider how we have varied languages that differ with regard to multiple linguistic measures. “The multiplicity of languages and man’s dispersal across the globe points to the futility of man setting himself against his creator.” One can imagine how much easier cross-cultural dialogs would be if we spoke one language in the present day though it is worth noting our languages differ to varying degrees. Linguists have been able to highlight this significance.

Some of our current global languages are similar in framework, such as English and Spanish, but some of the languages are much different such as English and Chinese. Aside from complexities involved with linguistic variation the challenges become more complex when we recognize that language frames cognitive processing of information. Thus, U.S.-China relations are especially confusing because different languages are spoken and the worldview frames of reference differ. So there can be problems associated with simple understanding and there can be problems associated with disagreement based on differing objectives.

The exchange of meaning in China that involves an American poses unique challenges for both the U.S. and Chinese perspectives. It requires not only understanding the particular phenomenon being addressed but also the cultural context within which the topic exists. In Chinese Perspectives in Rhetoric and Communication, Ray Heisey stresses how the interaction of Eastern and Western communication perspectives should emphasize an understanding of the cultures within which these communicative practices exist. Such a stress can initially consider the relevance of language.

Devito states that language is “a social institution designed, modified, and extended to meet the ever changing needs of the culture or subculture.” The element of context is important in this understanding. “As we grow up in the world, our experience is formed by the language in which it is presented and talked about, and this language becomes so much a part of the mind as to seem a part of nature.” Ochs emphasizes this degree of context more strongly in saying that “language is the major vehicle for accomplishing communication, language functions both in context and as context, simultaneously constructing and being constructed by the social occasion.”

Chinese people, and the Chinese language which reflects the culture, are less likely to communicate ideas in a direct manner in comparison to people in the United States. “Within Chinese conversational style is a tendency to respond in terms of expectations, goals, even models rather than mundane
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Chinese language is an implicit high context system. The most explicit communication systems are verbal codes. Landscaping makes one setting possible, the other impossible. Andersen explains that “languages are some of the most explicit communication systems but the Chinese language is an implicit high context system.” He goes on to explain that “explicit forms of communication such as verbal codes are more prevalent in low context cultures such as the United States and Northern Europe.”

So, in consideration of the aforementioned, it should be clear that the Chinese tend to operate using a high-context perspective for conveying and receiving meaning. Conversely, it should be clear that Americans tend to operate using a low-context perspective for conveying and receiving meaning. As such a foundation exists for significant confusion and conflict, not just for advancing differing objectives, but for even achieving a common understanding of what the issues are.

I offer my marriage as an example from the interpersonal level. My ex-wife is Chinese. We are now divorced but our marriage lasted 20 years and we have a son together. We functioned in a cross-cultural marriage. I periodically joke that we sometimes had disagreements that I did not even know we had. That is, our understanding of some issues was so far apart that I missed perceiving there was a problem. Some of this has to do with predictable gender difference but most of it flows from the cultural divide. The practice of feng shui offers an illustration that exemplifies the perspective I am stressing.

Many Chinese practice feng shui principles. It has to do how one physically arranges material objects in their world. For instance, how one arranges household furniture. When we moved from one location to the next I found that I was concerned with direct (low context) functional implications regarding furniture placement. For instance, I preferred that my file cabinet be next to my desk so I could reach into the cabinet and get a folder without needing to stand up.

My ex-wife, on the other hand, had a concern with the overall energy effect in any given room. There is a form of energy flow, on the high context plane, regarding furniture placement that enhances daily living. I initially observed this to be some sort of superstition but learned there is an entire school of thought on this that relates to architectural design on a macro level. It is an important matter for Chinese.

Consequently, I learned that the household was at peace if I followed her wishes regarding initial furniture placement and then conveyed my desires regarding anything that might be done to improve my daily functioning. For instance, if I wanted the dish rack on the left hand of the kitchen sink, instead of the right side of the sink, to enhance my dishwashing movements (I washed the dishes in our household) then I let her decide how this change could be made. Thus, the end result was that she got what she wanted and I got what I wanted but, in reality, we had achieved this end without fully grasping the perspective of the other.

I am hesitant to speak of a failed marriage in this document because it is a personal issue being conveyed within a formally structured document. However, I think this type of hesitancy is not warranted in that our personal experiences have direct effect with our frame of reference. Hence, applications from a failed marriage actually offer excellent illustration because they connote well seasoned levels of first person experience and marriage is a common experience so it is an exceedingly familiar construct.

What is true for interpersonal encounters also holds true for group behavior. Context is still key. China is very much a collective society. That is, they tend to function in groups and this group functioning further reinforces their collective nature. The U.S., on the other hand, is much more of an individualistic society. That is,
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we tend to be more independent of each other and think nothing of going our separate ways if our objectives necessitate a change of direction away from family and friends.

Meanings conveyed via the societal communicative channel are more grounded in the collective mindset of the Chinese social order. The role of the individual is clearly subordinate to the larger society. It is just the opposite of what we practice in the U.S. Consequently, Chinese individual rights are only understood within the larger context of what best addresses the interests of the larger society.

Mass communication practices in China differ from mass communication in the U.S. for two main reasons: 1) Chinese mass communication processes are heavily regulated by the central government whereas in the U.S. mass communication processes occur much more in relation to free enterprise variables; and 2) the contextual themes of both countries (high-context versus low-context) are reflected in the messages conveyed and their subsequent interpretation. The resulting effects are readily observable and it is clear how these effects reflect the Chinese social order.

What I have conveyed with these illustrations underscores how U.S.-China relations differ with regard to language and context and how these differences are rooted in different languages. Furthermore, I am grounding the existence of these different languages within the biblical context offered by Genesis 11:1-9 insofar as God’s action to impose multiple languages in place of having a singular language. This is very much a macro level assertion that is equally compelling on the micro level.

In conclusion, in this document U.S.-China superpower relations have been addressed as being relevant with regard to challenges associated with global security. There is recognition of routine issues within which agreement is elusive and, beyond that, simple understanding in the process of exchanging meaning is problematic. It is a complex phenomenon that involves theological considerations rooted in disciplines across the social sciences.

This inquiry has established how the splintering of one language into many languages as described in Genesis 11:1-9 offers a framework for interpreting linguistic differentials central to misunderstanding within U.S.-China interfacing and that matters associated with context are the most pressing. This study acknowledges simple matters of misunderstanding and more complex matters having to do with disagreement. Focus on this matter has relevance that goes far beyond the history of China-U.S. relations and deeper into biblical frameworks manifested in Genesis 11:1-9.

This analysis has revealed that some languages are similar in framework while other languages are significantly different regarding framework and the latter results in vivid variation having to do with frame of reference. English and Chinese exemplify two languages that are considerably different. Aside from complexities involved with their linguistic variation the challenges become more complex when we recognize that language frames the cognitive processing of information. Thus, U.S.-China relations are especially confusing because different languages are spoken and the worldview frames of reference differ. So there can be problems associated with simple understanding and there can be problems associated with disagreement based on differing objectives. Hence, Genesis 11:1-9 offers foundational insight into this query.

It is worth considering how the new communication technologies are laying foundation for a rejoinder of sorts in relation to humanity being re-engaged via a common format. A common format that is not language based but format based. The internet has opened up possibilities for global linkage that was barely comprehensible a hundred years ago. Equally compelling is that we are in the infancy of the information age. What the future portends has the potential to not only reconnect all humanity but to redefine what it means to be human.
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